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1609 Lashelle Way, Colorado Springs, United States

+17195760680

The restaurant from Colorado Springs offers 18 different dishes and drinks on the menu at an average $12.9.
What D F likes about Tasty Korean:

Love that it's a family business! From cute Grandma sweeping the front to joyful daughter waiting the tables, to
veteran and host dad to veryyyyy good cook mom in the kitchen???? Prices are super affordable especially the
lunch specials, even though the choices are a bit limited. Their location is not one of their highlights but for the
Fort Carson population, it's convenient and much welcomed. Try their barley tea,... read more. What Andrew

Payton doesn't like about Tasty Korean:
Felt like a cave…. Couldn’t see outside. Large tv blasting newsmax propaganda. Shady abandoned strip mall
area with people loitering around. Great place to get robbed blind while you eat inside. I asked for dine-in, and
instead I got takeout. Mediocre food imo. But what really rubbed me wrong was getting a 5 min lecture about

Hunter Biden. Leave your politics at home, bud. Go elsewhere, this place just plain sucks. read more. A visit to
Tasty Korean is particularly valuable due to the large range of coffee and tea specialties, Besides, the successful
blend of different meals with new and partially adventurous ingredients is appreciated by the guests - a beautiful
case of Asian Fusion. You have a festival and want to enjoy the food at your place? With the in-house catering

service, that's easily doable, on the menu there are also a lot of Asian dishes.
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Appet�er�
KIMBOP $8.8

Por�
PORK BELLY

Beef dishe�
BULGOGI $18.8

Noodle�
JAPCHAE $14.8

Beverage�
SWEET TEA $2.8

Ho� drink�
TEA

Ho� Entrée�
L.A. GALBI SHORT RIBS $27.8

No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

GATORADE $2.8

Mai� Dishe�
SUNDUBU JJIGAE $14.8

KIMCHI JJIGAE $16.8

Popular Item�
YAKIMANDU $7.8

BIBIMBOB $14.8

Ingredient� Use�
PORK MEAT

CUCUMBER

KIMCHI

MEAT
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00 -20:00
Tuesday 11:00 -20:00
Wednesday 11:00 -20:00
Thursday 11:00 -20:00
Friday 11:00 -20:00
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